


We are a custom software development company that delivers top-notch engineers for 

fintech, e-commerce, SaaS, and adtech projects. 



Our software development experts excel at Java, PHP, Ruby, Python, React, and Vue 

technologies.

Our unique points:

KNOW-HOW + TALENTED ENGINEERS
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Discover our expertise and proved The Codest skills

In a very short time, our team 

has built the first-ever tech 

product for Yieldbird. We have 

pushed them to Deloitte's list 

of ‘Technology Fast 50 Central 

Europe’.

In the meantime, we started a 

Code Sensei project - our 

programming school in which we 

have educated the best IT 

talents from the market and 

share our knowledge with them.

Today, after being 12 years on 

the market, we are considered


as a TOP Software Development 

Company in CEE.



Team extension

With constantly rising demand for software engineering 

professionals and fierce competition between tech 

companies, extending your teams with partner software 

vendor helps you to keep your development stable. We 

strongly believe in an easy plug&play model. How to do it 

right?

We believe that at current market condition, speed is a key 
factor for success with attracting top engineering talents. 
Our promise is to deliver perfectly matched developers 
within 2 weeks from a discovery call. Feel invited to 
contact us and ask any questions on your mind.

contact@thecodest.co

https://thecodest.co/contact


1st contact

Shortlisting engineers

Contract signing

Discovery call Gathering requirements

Technical fit check Feedback session

Ramp-up planningKick-off date

Every successful partnership needs

to start somewhere. You can reach 
out to us by multiple channels, we 
strive to response within 2 hours 
during business days. Fast.

Success! Your ideal team is on the 
way to join your project. Fit. 

Formal agreement to secure the 
terms for a successful 
cooperation. Set.

Let us get to know each other to 
understand your current 
enginnering challenges. Curious. 

The more information you share 
with us, the easier it is for our 
team to address your request with 
relevant proposal. Accurate. 

Handing over to your team to 
choose relevant engineers and 
screen them

on individual tech calls. 
Verified.

Our team discusses your 
requirements internally to build a 
tailor-made list

of our available engineers. 
Collective. 

Our Account Manager sets 
expectations and checkpoints with 
your team to plan further demand 
we could help you with. Go. 

Confirm starting dates and 
detailed onboarding plan for your 
new team members. Ready.
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Team extension - how does it work?



Why is it worth working with us?

Quick growth

Code and people quality

People development and care

Rapid contact and contract

Client success and satisfaction

Talent pool access



Our success story

The leading digital health and wellness company in the 

Nordics offering videos, playlists, and programs online 

within yoga, meditation, relaxation, mobility practice, 

stress management, and personal growth in collaboration 

with market-leading experts.

Healthcare Stockholm, Sweden

BACKEND

 Reduced operations costs and increased revenue

 Improved the running of the service

 Test coverage increased from approximately 2% to 90%

 Eliminated bugs and improving code quality

 Delivered new product features

 Accelerated the web application velocity

Client's evaluation

Scheduling

Quality

Willing to refer



Our success story

An IoT technology company specializing mostly in location 

and sensor technologies. The company primarily operates in 

the US market but also has customers in Europe.

IT services New York, US

Frontend

 Custom BI solution has been built successfull

 Mockups and wireframes implementation

 Constant product development according to the 

customer's needs

 Technology Solutions Consulting Services


Client's evaluation

Scheduling

Quality

Willing to refer



Another happy clients

The Codest software development team helped us on multiple 

projects. On the one side, they helped shape up and build a 

whole new service that makes our product process verifications 

faster. Additionally, they helped us with staffing our 

internal API team to maintain and support our clients.

Julie Lacoppidan
Partner & Director, Min-Mave

They are honest, straightforward, and solution-oriented. The 

collaboration was fruitfull as The Codest development team was 

able to produce a more optimized platform that increased sales 

and retention rates.

Peter Muntenau
CEO, Yogobe

I must admit that The Codest has been providing us with


a qualified engineers team who did their job without any 

complaints. They have worked on lauching a new platform on


top of an existing e-commerce platform.

Giedrius Rimkus
Engineering Manager, Kesko Senukai Digital

The Codest produced high-quality deliverables and their React 

and Vue developers implemented an excellent work ethic. 

They’re effective communicator and transparent in their 

estimations. Professionalism and company culture are hallmarks 

of their work.

Jakub Krzych
CEO, Estimote Inc.

TOP SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY BY



Thank you
In case of any questions reach out to us

contact@thecodest.co

https://thecodest.co/contact

